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Abstract

We prove that the zero locus of an admissible normal function over an algebraic
parameter space S is algebraic in the case where S is a curve.

1. Introduction

Let S be a smooth, complex projective variety. Following Morihiko Saito in
[Sai96], we define an admissible normal function on S to be an admissible variation
of graded-polarized mixed Hodge structure [SZ85] [Kas86] V over a Zariski open
subset S� D S �D of S that is an extension of the trivial variation Z.0/ by a
variation of pure (polarized) Hodge structure H of weight w < 0.

Henceforth, we assume that w D �1. In this case, an admissible normal
function corresponds to the usual notion of a horizontal normal function on S �D
with moderate growth nearD together with the existence of a suitable relative weight
filtration along each irreducible component of D. In this article’s Theorem 4.5, we
settle the following conjecture communicated to us by M. Green and P. Griffiths in
the case where S is a curve.

CONJECTURE 1.1. Let � be an admissible normal function on S . Then the
zero locus Z of � is an algebraic subvariety of S .

A rough outline of our proof is as follows: Let U be a subset of S that is open
in the analytic topology and does not intersect D. Then the zero locus Z of � on
U is complex analytic since the restriction of � to U is a holomorphic section of
associated bundle of intermediate Jacobians. Thus, to prove that the zero locus of �
is algebraic, it is sufficient to show that

.�/ for each point p 2D there exists an analytic open neighborhood Up � S of p
on which Z has only finitely many components.

We verify .�/ using the orbit theorems of the second author and results of
P. Deligne.
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The canonical real grading Y.s/ (described below) of the mixed Hodge struc-
ture Vs at a point s 2 S �D will play an important role in our proof. The central
idea is that � is 0 at s if and only if Y.s/ is integral. It is therefore crucial to
understand the asymptotics of Y.s/ as s tends to a point s0 2D. In Theorem 3.9,
we use Pearlstein’s SL2-orbit theorem [Pea06] to show that Y � WD lims!s0 Y.s/
exists when the limit is taken along any angular sector for s0 2D. Now, it is clear
that � can only vanish in a neighborhood of s0 if Y � is integral. Knowing that
the limit exists allows us to concentrate on the case where Y � is integral. This
case can then be handled by a rather explicit computation of the zero locus in the
neighborhood of s0.

2. The zero locus at a smooth point

As a preliminary step in our analysis of the zero locus of � at infinity, we derive
the local defining equations of Z at an interior point of S . To this end, we begin
with a review of mixed Hodge structures and their gradings, following [CKS86].

Gradings. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a field K of char-
acteristic zero. A grading of an increasing filtration W of V is a semisimple
endomorphism Y of V with integral eigenvalues such that

Wk D
M
j�k

Ej .Y /;

where Ej .Y / is the j -eigenspace of Y . Conversely, given a direct sum decomposi-
tion

V D
M
j2Z

Vj

one has an associated increasing filtration Wk D
L
j�k Vj that is graded by the

semisimple endomorphism that acts as multiplication by k on Vk . If V and W are
defined over a subring R � K, then a grading Y is said to be defined over R if
Y 2 End.VR/.

Given an increasing filtration W of V , the subgroup GL.V /W consisting of
all elements g 2 GL.V / that preserve W acts transitively upon the set Y.W / of all
gradings of W by the rule

(2.1) g:Y D Ad.g/Y:

The set Y.W / is also an affine space upon which the nilpotent Lie algebra

Lie�1.W /D f˛ 2 gl.V / j ˛.Wk/�Wk�1g

acts simply transitively upon via the rule .˛; Y / 7! Y C ˛. In the computations
below, we freely mix these two points of view, as illustrated in (2.13).
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By a theorem of Deligne, [Del71, Lemme 1.2.8], a mixed Hodge structure
.F;W / induces a unique functorial bigrading

(2.2) VC D

M
p;q

Ip;q

of the underlying complex vector space VC such that

(1) F p D
L
a�p I

a;b;

(2) Wk D
L
aCb�k I

a;b;

(3) NIp;q � I q;p mod
L
r<q;s<p I

r;s .

As such, a mixed Hodge structure .F;W / induces a grading ofW via the semisimple
endomorphism

(2.3) Y.F;W / W VC! VC

that acts as multiplication by .pC q/ on Ip;q . We will call this grading Deligne’s
grading.

Remark 2.4. A mixed Hodge structure .F;W / on V induces a mixed Hodge
structure on gl.V / with associated bigrading

(2.5) gl.VC/
r;s
D f˛ 2 gl.VC/ j ˛.I

p;q/� I rCp;sCqg:

Clearly, each summand gl.VC/
r;s of gl.VC/ is closed under the action of adY , where

Y D Y.F;W /.

A mixed Hodge structure .F;W / is split over R if

Y .F;W / D Y.F;W /:

In this case, Y.F;W / may be characterized as the unique real grading of W that
preserves F ; furthermore [CKS86],

(2.6) Ip;q D F p \F q \WpCq:

By [CKS86, Prop. (2.20)], given a mixed Hodge structure .F;W / there exists a
unique real element

(2.7) ı 2ƒ�1;�1 D
M
r;s<0

gl.V /r;s

such that . OF ;W / WD .e�iı :F;W / is split over R. Moreover, ı commutes with
every .r; r/-morphism of .F;W /.
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Normal functions. Returning now to the normal function setting, let S be a
smooth, projective complex variety of dimension n. Then, an admissible normal
function � on S corresponds to an extension

(2.8) 0!H �! V �! Z.0/! 0

in the category of admissible variations of mixed Hodge structure defined on a
Zariski open subset S �D of S , where H is a variation of pure Hodge structure of
weight �1.

Let p 2 S �D, and let .s1; : : : ; sn/ be local holomorphic coordinates on a
polydisk �n � S �D that vanish at p. Then, since �n is simply connected, we
can parallel translate the data of V back to the reference fiber V D Vp . The Hodge
filtration F of V then corresponds to a holomorphic, horizontal decreasing filtration
F.s/ of VC. The weight filtration W of V corresponds to a constant filtration W of
VZ with weight-graded quotients

GrW0 .VZ/D Z.0/; GrW�1.VZ/DHZ

and GrWk D 0 for k ¤ 0;�1. Similarly, the graded polarizations of W correspond
to constant polarizations of GrW .

On account of the short length of W , .F.s/;W / is split over R and hence
Deligne’s grading

(2.9) Y.s/D Y.F .s/;W /

is the unique real grading of W that preserves F.s/. If YZ is any integral grading
of W , then the image of 1 2GrW0 .VZ/D Z.0/ under the induced map

Y.s/�YZ W Z.0/!HR=HZ

gives the point in the Griffiths intermediate Jacobian corresponding to the fiber of
the extension (2.8) at s via the isomorphism

HR=HZ Š
HC

F 0.s/CHZ

:

Accordingly, p belongs to Z if and only if Y.p/ is an integral grading of W .
Suppose now that p 2 Z. Then, since Y.s/ is real analytic in s and the set of

integral gradings of W is a discrete subset of the affine space of R-gradings of W ,
there exists a neighborhood of p on which Z is given by the equation

Y.s/D Y.p/:

The filtration F.s/ takes its values in a classifying space M of graded-polarized
mixed Hodge structure [Pea00], [Usu84]. Let GC denote the Lie group consisting
of all automorphisms of VC that preserve W and act by complex isometries on
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GrW . Then, for each point F 2M there exists a neighborhood UC of zero in the
Lie algebra gC such that the map

(2.10) u 7! eu :F

is a holomorphic submersion from UC onto a neighborhood of F in M. If g 2GC

and F is a filtration of V , we use the notation g:F to denote the filtration of V
defined by .g :F /p D g.F p/.

As in (2.5), each point F 2M induces a mixed Hodge structure .F �gC; W�gC/

on gC with associated bigrading

(2.11) gC D

M
rCs�0

gr;s

defined by gr;s D gl.V /r;s \ gC. Accordingly, the nilpotent subalgebra

qF D
M

r<0;rCs�0

gr;s

is a vector space complement to the isotopy algebra gF
C

of F in gC. Consequently,
the map (2.10) restricts to a biholomorphism from a neighborhood of zero in qF
onto a neighborhood of F in M. Furthermore, by Remark 2.4, gr;s is stable under
the action of adY.F;W /. Hence, qF is also stable under this action.

Letting F D F.p/, it then follows by the remarks of the previous paragraphs
that near p we can write F.s/D e�.s/ :F relative to a unique holomorphic function
�.s/ with values in qF that vanishes at p. Let Y D Y.p/, and let �.s/D �0.s/C
��1.s/ denote the decomposition of �.s/ into qF -valued functions according to
the eigenvalues of adY .

LEMMA 2.12. Let n� gl.VC/ be a nilpotent Lie algebra, and let I � n be an
ideal such that ŒI; I � D 0. Let ‰.t/ D

P
n�0 t

n=.nC 1/Š be the Taylor series of
.et � 1/=t . Let u 2 n and v 2 I . Then euCve�u D e‰.adu/v.

Proof. The Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula implies that

exCye�x D eˆ.y;.adx/y;.adx/2y;:::/

for some universal Lie power seriesˆ.t0; t1; : : : /with constant term 0. (See [Bou72,
Ch. 2, �4].) Therefore

ˆ.y; .ad x/y; .ad x/2y; : : : /D
X
j>0

ĵ .y; .ad x/y; .ad x/2y; : : : /;

where ĵ .y; .ad x/y; .ad x/2y; : : : / is homogeneous of degree j in y. Set x D u
and y D v. Then ˆ.y; .ad x/y; .ad x/2y; : : : / converges by the nilpotence of n.
Also, since I is an ideal and ŒI; I �D 0, we have

ĵ .y; .ad x/y; .ad x/2y; : : : /D 0 for j > 1.
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As such,

euCve�u D eˆ.v;.adu/v;.adu/2v;::: /
D eˆ1.v;.adu/v;.adu/2v;::: /

It then follows from [Bou72, Ch. 2, Prop. (5.5)] that

ˆ1.v; .adu/v; .adu/2v; : : : /D‰.adu/v: �

Setting n D qF , I D qF \ Lie�1W , u D �0.s/ and v D ��1.s/, it then
follows from the previous lemma that

e�.s/ :Y D e�0.s/C��1.s/e��0.s/e�0.s/ :Y(2.13)

D e‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/ :Y D Y C‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/

is a holomorphic grading of the weight filtration (over C); this grading preserves
F.s/. Thus there is a real analytic section �.s/ of gF .s/

C
\Lie�1.W / such that

Y.s/D Y C‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/C �.s/;

and hence the equation Y.s/D Y.p/ is equivalent to

(2.14) ‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/C �.s/D 0:

Accordingly, near p

(2.15) ‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/ 2 gF .s/C \Lie�1.W /

on Z. Conversely, whenever (2.15) holds, Y D Y.p/ is a real grading of W
that preserves F.s/. Because these two properties specify Y.s/ uniquely, it then
follows that whenever (2.15) holds, Y.s/D Y.p/. Thus Z is given by (2.15) on a
neighborhood of p.

Applying e� ad�.s/ to both sides of (2.15), it then follows that this relation for
Z near p is

(2.16) e� ad�.s/‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/ 2 gFC \Lie�1.W /:

To simplify this relation, note that the left side (2.16) is a qF -valued function since
�.s/, �0.s/ and ��1.s/ take values in qF . Consequently,

(2.17) e� ad�.s/‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/D 0

is an equation for Z since gF
C
\ qF D 0.

THEOREM 2.18. Nearp, the zero locus of � is given by the equation ��1.s/D0.

Proof. Applying ead�.s/ to (2.17) implies that the zero locus is given by the
equation

(2.19) ‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/D 0:
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By 2.12,

‰.u/v D vC
X
j>0

.adu/j v

.j C 1/Š

and hence

(2.20) ‰.ad�0/��1 D ��1C
X
j>0

.ad�0/j��1
.j C 1/Š

:

Consequently, if

�0 D
X
k>0

��k;k and ��1 D
X
`>0

��`;`�1

denote the decomposition of �0 and ��1 into Hodge components with respect to
the bigrading (2.11), then

‰.ad�0/��1 � ��1;0 mod
M
r�2

g�r;r�1:

As such, (2.19) then implies that ��1;0 D 0. Proceeding by induction, assume that
��`;`�1 D 0 for ` < n. Then

‰.ad�0/��1 � ��n;n�1 mod
M
r�nC1

g�r;r�1;

and hence (2.19) implies ��n;n�1D 0. Thus, ��1D 0 is the local defining equation
for Z. �

Remark 2.21. Theorem 2.18 implies the following estimate for the codimension
of Z at p: Let ˛ D .d�0/.p/ and

U D fˇ 2 Hom.Tp.S/; g�1;0/ j ˛^ˇCˇ^˛ D 0 g:

Then, codimp.Z/�maxf rank.ˇ/ j ˇ 2 U g � dim g�1;0 D dim I�1;0.

3. Limiting grading

In this section, we prove that when S is a curve, the grading (2.9) has a well-
defined limit Y � as s approaches a puncture p 2 S . Simple examples show that in
higher dimensions, the limiting value of (2.9) depends not only on the point in the
boundary divisor but also the direction of approach.

Let �� S be a disk containing the puncture p. By passing to a finite cover if
necessary, we can assume that the local monodromy of the restriction of V to the
punctured disk �� D��fpg is unipotent. Let s be a local coordinate on � that
vanishes at p, let A be an angular sector of ��, and let so be a point in A. Then,
over A, we can parallel translate the Hodge filtration of V back to a single valued
filtration F.s/ on V D Vso . Analytic continuation of F.s/ to all of �� then gives
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the period map ' W��!�nM of V. By local liftability, there exists a holomorphic,
horizontal lifting of ' to a map QF from the upper half-plane U into M making the
diagram below commute.

U
QF //

sDe2�iz

��

M

��
��

' // �nM:

Furthermore, upon picking a branch of log.s/ on A and letting

z D xC iy D
1

2�i
log.s/;

there is unique lifting QF .z/ such that QF .z/ D F.s/ for s 2 A. By unipotent
monodromy, we have QF .zC 1/D eN : QF .z/ and hence Q'.z/D e�zN : QF .z/ drops
to a map Q' from �� to the “compact dual” LMŠGC=G

Fo
C

of M, where Fo 2M is
an arbitrary base point (cf. [Pea00]). The admissibility of V then asserts that

(a) F1 D lims!0 Q'.s/ exists;

(b) the relative weight filtration M of W and N exists.

From these properties, together with Schmid’s orbit theorems, Deligne then deduces
[SZ85] that the pair .F1;M/ is a mixed Hodge structure relative to which N is a
.�1;�1/-morphism.

Remark 3.1. The definition of an admissible variation of mixed Hodge structure
over a curve was formulated by Steenbrink and Zucker in [SZ85]. In place of the
existence of the limiting value of the period map Q', they require the extendability of
the Hodge bundles with respect to Deligne’s canonical extension of V. The definition
of admissibility in several variables via a curve test was given by Kashiwara
in [Kas86].

In analogy with Section 2, the limit mixed Hodge structure .F1;M/ induces
a mixed Hodge structure on gC with Deligne bigrading

gC D

M
r;s

gr;s:(3.2)

Likewise, the nilpotent subalgebra
q1 D

M
r<0

gr;s

is a vector space complement to the isotopy algebra gF1
C

. Reasoning as in Section
2 (cf. [Pea00]), it then follows that near the puncture s D 0 we can write Q'.s/D
e�.s/ :F1 relative to a unique holomorphic function �.s/ that takes values in q1
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and vanishes at s D 0. Untwisting the definition of Q', it then follows that

(3.3) F.s/D elog.s/N=.2�i/e�.s/ :F1

over the angular sector A.
To determine the asymptotic behavior of the grading

Y.s/D Y.F .s/;W /

on A, we shall use (3.3) together with the SL2-orbit theorem of [Pea06] and a
result of Deligne that constructs a grading Y of the weight filtration W that is well
adapted to both N and the limiting mixed Hodge structure .F1;M/.

More precisely, suppose that GrWk D 0 for k ¤ 0, �1 and YM is a grading of
M that preserves W and satisfies ŒYM ; N �D�2N . Then, Deligne, in [Del93] and
[KP03, Appendix], shows that there exists a unique, functorial grading

(3.4) Y 0 D Y 0.N; YM /

of W such that Y 0 commutes with both N and YM . Furthermore,

(a) if YM is defined over R, then so is Y 0;

(b) if .F;M/ is a mixed Hodge structure for which N is a .�1;�1/-morphism
and induces sub-mixed Hodge structures on W , then the grading Y 0 produced
from N and the grading of M by the Ip;q’s of .F;M/ preserves F .

LEMMA 3.5. Let .F;M/ be the limiting mixed Hodge structure of an admissi-
ble variation V!�� as above. Let YM D Y.F;M/, and let Y 0 be the grading of W
defined by application of Deligne’s construction to the pair .N; YM /. Then each
summand gr;s of (3.2) — and therefore q1— is closed under the action of adY 0.

Proof. Suppose that .F;M/ is split over R. Then, since Y 0 is defined over R

by part (a) of Deligne’s result and preserves F by part (b), it follows by (2.6) that
Y 0 preserves the Ip;q’s of .F;M/, and hence adY 0 preserves the summands of
(3.2). The general case (cf. [Pea06]) follows using Deligne’s splitting (2.7) and the
functoriality of Deligne’s construction. �

To show the existence of lims!0 Y.s/ we now recall the following SL2-orbit
theorem of the second author:

THEOREM 3.6 ([Pea06, Th. 4.2]). Let . OF ;M/D .e�iı :F1;M/ as in (2.7) of
the limiting mixed Hodge structure of V and

ƒ�1;�1 D
M
r;s<0

g
r;s

. OF ;M/
:

Define GR DGC\GL.VR/, and let gR denote the Lie algebra of GR. Then, there
exists a distinguished, real analytic function g W .a;1/ ! GR and an element
� 2 gR\ ker.adN/\ƒ�1;�1 such that
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(a) eiyN :F1 D g.y/eiyN : OF ;

(b) g.y/ and g�1.y/ have convergent series expansions about1 of the form

g.y/D e� .1Cg1y
�1
Cg2y

�2
C � � � /

g�1.y/D .1Cf1y
�1
Cf2y

�2
C � � � /e��

with gk , fk 2 ker.adN/kC1;

(c) ı, � and the coefficients gk are related by the formula

eiı D e�
�
1C

X
k>0

1

kŠ
.�i/k.ad N0/k gk

�
:

Remark 3.7. A several variable version of the SL2-orbit theorem has been
recently obtained by Kato, Nakayama and Usui in [KNU08].

Combining the SL2-orbit theorem with (3.3), we obtain the following asymp-
totic formula for F.s/ over the angular sector A:

F.s/D ezN e�.s/ :F1 D e
xN e�1.s/eiyN :F1

D exN e�1.s/g.y/eiyN : OF D exNg.y/e�2.s/eiyN : OF ;

where �1.s/D Ad.eiyN /�.s/ and �2.s/D Ad.g�1.y//�1.s/.
Let OYM D Y. OF ;M/, and let OY be the grading of W produced by the application

of Deligne’s construction to the pair .N; OYM /. Then by [Pea06], H D OYM � OY
belongs to gR and satisfies ŒH;N �D�2N . Furthermore, since OYM and OY preserve
OF , so does H . Therefore eiyN : OF D y�H=2 :Fo, where Fo D eiN : OF . By the

SL2-orbit theorem [CKS86], Fo belongs to M. Consequently,

F.s/D exNg.y/e�2.s/y�H=2 :Fo D e
xNg.y/y�H=2e�3.s/ :Fo;

where

�3.s/D Ad.yH=2/�2.s/D Ad.yH=2g.y/eiyN /�.s/:

To continue, observe that, since y D�.1=2�/ logjsj and H has only finitely
many eigenvalues (all of which are integral), the action of Ad.yH=2/ on gC is
bounded by an integral power of y1=2. Similarly, since g.y/ is bounded as s! 0,
so is the action of Ad.g.y//. Likewise, sinceN is nilpotent, the action of Ad.eiyN /
on gC is bounded by a power of y. Therefore, since �.s/ is a holomorphic function
of s that vanishes at s D 0, �3.s/ is a real analytic function on A satisfying
the growth condition �3.s/ D O..logjsj/bs/ for some half integral power b. In
particular, near s D 0,

Y.e�3.s/ :Fo;W / D Y.Fo;W /C 4.s/
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for some real analytic function 4.s/ that is again of order .logjsj/bs. By [Del93]
and [KP03, Appendix], Y.Fo;W / D OY : Therefore

Y.s/D exNg.y/y�H=2 :Y.e�3.s/ :Fo;W / D e
xNg.y/y�H=2 :.Y.Fo;W /C 4.s//

D exNg.y/:. OY C 5.s//;

where 5.s/D Ad.y�H=2/4.s/ is again of order logjsjb
0

s for some half-integral
power b0.

Define
Qg.s/D exNg.y/e�xN

D e�
�
1C

X
k>0

.Ad.exNgk//y
�k
�
:

Then, since x D .1=2�/Arg.s/ is bounded on the angular sector A,

lim
s!0
Qg.s/D e� :

Consequently, because N commutes with OY ,

(3.8) Y.s/D Qg.s/:. OY CAd.exN /5.s//:

Therefore, since 5.s/ is order .log.s//b
0

s, we can take the limit of (3.8) along any
angular sector to obtain this:

THEOREM 3.9. We have

(3.10) Y � WD lim
s!0

Y.s/D e� : OY

when the limit is taken along any angular sector.

Remark 3.11. Since the right-hand side of (3.10) depends only on the triple
.F1; W;N /, Y � is independent of choice of angular sector A. Likewise, a change
of local coordinate s changes F1 to e�N :F1. Therefore, due to the functorial
nature of Deligne’s construction of the grading Y 0 and the fact that ŒY 0; N �D 0, the
right side of (3.10) is independent of the choice of coordinate s. Likewise, since the
right side of (3.10) commutes with N , it is well defined independent of the choice
of reference fiber.

4. Zero locus at infinity

To verify Conjecture 1.1 in the case where S is a curve, we now note that the
finiteness condition .�/ in Section 1 is preserved under passage to finite covers.
Therefore, we may assume as in Section 3 that the associated variation of mixed
Hodge structure V has unipotent monodromy about each point p 2D. The require-
ment that the zero locus of � has only finitely many components on a neighborhood
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of p 2D is then equivalent to the existence of a disk �� S such that �\DDfpg
on which the zero locus of � is either

(a) the empty set;

(b) all of �, in which case V is the trivial extension of Z.0/ by H.

Applying Deligne’s construction (3.4) to the limiting mixed Hodge structure
.F1;M/, we get a grading Y1 of W that preserves F1. Therefore

Y1.s/D e
log.s/N=.2�i/e�.s/ :Y1

is a (complex) grading of W that preserves the Hodge filtration of F.s/ near s D 0
over the angular sector A. By Lemma 3.5, q1 is closed under the action of adY1.
Therefore �.s/ decomposes into a sum �.s/ D �0.s/ C ��1.s/ of q1-valued
functions according to the eigenvalues of adY1. Consequently,

(4.1) Y1.s/D e
log.s/N=.2�i/e‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/ :Y1

D elog.s/N=.2�i/:.Y1C‰.ad�0.s//��1.s//

D Y1C e
log.s/ adN=.2�i/‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/:

As in Section 2, we then have

(4.2) Y.s/D Y1.s/C �.s/

for some section �.s/ of gF .s/
C
\Lie�1.W /. In principle, �.s/may have singularities

at s D 0. To see that this is not the case, observe that since �.s/ is holomorphic
and vanishes at s D 0 and N is nilpotent,

(4.3) lim
s!0

elog.s/ ad.N/=.2�i/‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/D 0:

Therefore, since the limit Y � D lims!0 Y.s/ exists by Theorem 3.9, Equations
(4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) imply that �.s/ also has a continuous extension to 0 in the
angular sector A.

By continuity, if Y � is not an integral grading of W , then there is a neighbor-
hood of zero in angular sector A on which Y.s/ is not integral, and hence � has
no zeros on this neighborhood. Thus, it remains to consider the case where Y � is
integral. By the functoriality of Deligne’s construction (cf. [Pea06]), OY D e�iı :Y1
and hence by (3.10)

Y � D e� : OY D e�e�iı :Y1:

By the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula, e�e�iı D e� for some (unique)

� 2 ker.adN/\ƒ�1;�1
. OF ;M/

since both � and ı belong to the Lie subalgebra ker.adN/\ƒ�1;�1
. OF ;M/

.
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To continue, note that

g
r;s
.F1;M/

D ei ad ı.g
r;s

. OF ;M/
/

and hence
ƒ
�1;�1
.F1;M/

D ei ad ıƒ
�1;�1

. OF ;M/
Dƒ

�1;�1

. OF ;M/

since ƒ�1;�1
. OF ;M/

is closed under ad ı. As such,

� 2 ker.adN/\ƒ�1;�1
. OF ;M/

D ker.adN/\ƒ�1;�1
.F1;M/

:

Consequently, upon decomposing � D �0C ��1 relative to adY1, we have

Y � D e� :Y1 D Y1C‰.ad �0/��1:

Furthermore, since Y1 commutes with N and preserves each g
r;s
.F1;M/

,

�0; ��1 2 ker.adN/\ƒ�1;�1
.F1;M/

� q1:

Returning now to Equations (4.1) and (4.2), it then follows that

Y.s/D Y ��‰.ad �0/��1C elog.s/ adN=.2�i/‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/C �.s/;

where �.s/ is a real analytic section of gF .s/
C
\ Lie�1.W /. In particular, since

lims!0 Y.s/D Y � is integral, it then follows from the continuity of Y.s/ that near
s D 0, the zeros of � occur where

�‰.ad �0/��1C elog.s/ adN=.2�i/‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/C �.s/D 0:

Equivalently,

(4.4) Ad.elog.s/N=.2�i/e�.s//�1

�
�
‰.ad �0/��1� elog.s/ adN=.2�i/‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/

�
D Ad.elog.s/N=.2�i/e�.s//�1�.s/:

Because N , �.s/, �0.s/, ��1.s/, �0 and ��1 take values in the sub-
algebra q1, so does the left side of (4.4). Likewise, since �.s/ takes values in
gF .s/

C
\Lie�1.W / and F.s/D elog.s/N=.2�i/e�.s/F1, the right side of (4.4) takes

values in gF1
C

. Therefore, since q1\ gF1
C
D 0, it then follows that the zeros of �

occur exactly where

elog.s/ adN=.2�i/‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/D‰.ad �0/��1:

Since ‰.ad �0/��1 2 ker.adN/, this last equation can be further reduced to just
‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/D ‰.ad �0/��1. Since �.s/ is a holomorphic function which
vanishes at zero, so is ‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/. Hence � D 0 has solutions near s D 0
only if ‰.ad �0/��1 D 0 (i.e. Y � D Y1). In this case, the local equation for Z is
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just ‰.ad�0.s//��1.s/ D 0. Again, because �.s/ is holomorphic at s D 0, the
solutions to the previous equation are either isolated or all of A.

Thus, we have obtained the following.

THEOREM 4.5. Let � be an admissible normal function on a complex, projec-
tive curve S smooth outside of a finite set D � S . Then the zero locus Z of � is an
algebraic subset of S �D.

Remark 4.6. The theorem was previously known in the following special case:
Assume that for all s 2D

(1) the monodromy T of H about s satisfies .T � id/2 D 0;

(2) the vanishing cycle group of H at s is a direct sum of Q.0/ as a rational Hodge
structure.

In this case the theorem follows from [Sai96, Cor. 2.9]. In the case where the
normal function arises from a family of null-homologous cycles (the geometric
case), the theorem also follows from H. Clemens’s results in [Cle83]. There, (1) is
listed as restriction (1.9) and (2) as restriction (1.11).
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